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EIECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF }IODRUSHITE

E. MAKOVICKY * ervr W. H. MACLEAN

McGill (J niu ersity, Montreal, Quebec

Ansrnecr

Electron microprobe analysis of hoclrushite, a new sulphosa! mrlqal frorl }Iodrusa,
Czechoslovakia, gave Cu 13.68*0.88, Bi U,52t 0.55, Fe 0.44.tlrOt a3d. S 18'98r

0.89 (wt. %;utror= I standard deviation). ldr\ Co, Ni, Zt, Sb' Pb and Ag were not

detested. The compositional formula based on 22 sulphur atoms is

Cue.rz*o.os Bit.oa*o.rz Feo.zs*o.or Szz.oo*r.ol

in Cd agreement with the formulq CusBixoMers2z, derived hom r-ray crystal structure

analpis.-B.""oo 
o[ uncertaihty in some of the matrix correction procedures the r-ray inten-

sity data was processd using the Ziebold-Ogilvie empirical procedurg and by two

theoretical procedures involving absorption, fluorescence and atomic nrmber corrections.
All tlree pioedures gulru1rury-"lor" results'when emplectite was ysed as a standard" b-ut

difiered s'ignificantly- when only elements alrd binary sulphides were used in the
theoretical procedures.

Er.scrnow Mrcnopnonr Awelvsrs oF HoDRUsHTTE

Hodrushitg a new sulphooalt mineral of copper and bismuth, was

described from copper-bearing ore veins of volcanic origin in the region o{
Banska Hodru3a, Czechoslovakia (KodEra et aI. I97A). It occurs in small
amounts as needle-shaped crystals, irregular grains of fine-grained aggre-
gates, and multiple crystal intergrowths, associated with quartz, hematitg
and locally chalcopyrite and wittie.henite (?).

Because of the difrculties encountered in obtaining a clean sample for

wet-chemical analysis, a typical hodrushite specimen was polished for
chemical analysis by an electron microprobe. Procedures available for cur-
recting microprobe r-ray intensitier for matrix efiects to obtain element
concentrations were carefully chosen and the results compared in order to
provide a reliable analysis of hodrushite.

The analysis was performed on an ACTON-CAMECA MS-64 electron
microprobe. Fixed-time counts of *-ray intensities were made on hodrushite
and standards, comprising copper and bismuth metals, synthetic compounds
and minerals. This data was treated in two fundamentally difierent rilays to

* Present address : Department of Geology and Geophysics Yale University, New
Haven, Cormecticut 06520, U.SA
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obtain the hodrushite composition. In the first method r-ray intensity data
was corrected for matrix efiects using the empirical procedure of Ziebold
& Ogilvie (1964). h thu second, or theorerical, method, matrix efiects
were corected using a number of well-known absorption, fluorescence and
atomic number procedures.

SreNnenDs

Copper (99.99%), bismuth (99.99/o), Cu"S (melted with Cu in
slight excess), Bi2sB, emplectite, cuBiS, w"tu rir"d as standards. Avail-
able chemical analyses of emplectite' (given in Dana's system of Mine-
ralogyo 7th ed., vol. l, p. 436) Irom this area are very close to idesl,
hence the mineral is taken as stoichiometric. The sample used was identified
as emplectite from an r-ray difiraction powder pattern which was iden-
tical to those published for this mineral from the same locality (pDF card
#10-474).

Dere Pnocrssrwc
lVlultiple readings of peak and background intensities raken for cu, Bi

and s on hodrushite and standards were averaged, their ratios calculated
and standard deviations, o, obtained (Table l). No deadtime correction
was applied (except where noted) because of relatively low count rates
and a deadtime correction for each spectrometer of less than one micro-
second. count rates for all elements in hodrushite were corrected for drift
by- periodically repeating readings on stand,ards and interpolating these
values against time using a 2 to 4 term Lagrange formula.

There are a number of procedures for changing r-ray intensity data into
chemical compositions but the relative merits of 

"try 
one procedure over

another is still a matter of debate. A particular co,rrection procedure may
give reasonable results when used on elements relatively close to one
another in atomic number, but when they difier widelv in atomic number
thee procedures are less accurate. In the present 

"Lu 
th"r" are large

atomic number differences between sulphur, cppper and bismuth wherein
absorption, fluorescence and atomic number corrections are impefectly
known. In such cases analyses should be made using standards as close in
composition to the unknown as possible. In our analysis we used the min-
eral standard emplectite and computed the composition of hodrushite
using the Ziebold-ogilvie (1g64) empirical procedure, and the Ruberol-
Tong-conty (1966) and MAGIC (colby lg6z) theoretical procedure.
-l 

et"- ,rre Tannenbau,rn Mine, schwartzenberg sa:rorry; obtained from the Red-
path Museung McGill Univenrty, Cat. No. ?34
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A. Zi.ebold-Ogiloie empirical correction procedure

1) Concentrations of Cu and Bi were obtained using the form of the

Ziebold-Ogilvie (1964) equation
l - K o _ _  1 - C o

KA 
-AB 

CA

where K^ and Co are dre measured count ratio and concentration of ele-

ment A ir, 
""-pottttd 

AB. When compounds are used on the binary ioin,
such as AS - BS, the measured count ratio K, and the concentraflon Cn

relate to the binary end member AS. Hence using a simplified formula

s { f  bu \ 'var (y) : >l {f l var (*) . . ' (2)
T \oxo)

Taslr 1. Dare ow Mrcnopnolr MsAsuRxMrNTs Mals oN HOOnuSnrrr aNl E rpr,rcrrrs.

Measurement#  1-15kv

(r)

Hodrushite Emplectite

Radiation Standard

v emp

, r ^ t t d c
K h d

n std

CuKo1

Sil,cr

FeKc,,

0.14996
0.63780
0.00504
0.01054

0.00124
0.01260
0.00019
0.00060

Cu
Bi
Fe
pv

21
2I
10
2I

x
n
20
27

0.21077 0.m162
0.5s20 0.01%8
0.00000 0.00013
0.00000 0.00052

Measurement  #2- Isk ' r

CuKor,

gil,or

Cu

C U S
2

Bi
Bi

0.14742
0.19830
0.61016
0.73314

0.00117
0.00165
0.00912
0.01289

13
13
I3
13

Measurement fi 3-20kv

Cu/(c[1

3iI,o,

sKo1

FeKs,

Cu

C U S
2

Bi
B i s

2 A

C u S
2

B i s
2 a

pv
Fe
pv

0.14066
0.18797
0.56163
0.75673
1.40180
0.9501 I
0.35492
0.0046s
0.01078

0.00067
0.00067
0.00287
0.00403
0.00725
0.00461
0.00269
0.00007
0.00017

20
20
2A
20
20
20
20
7
7

28
2A
28
28
28
28
'2,5

25
a

0.19080 0.00079
0.1s080 0.0m79
0.53469 0.00256
0.70243 0.00361
1.37791 0.00872
0.94401 0.00725
0.34776 0.00234
0.00000 0.m003
0.00000 0.00008
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the variance of Co becomes :

var (Co) :
(/( -K

( 1  * o r " K o - K o ) n
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var (oo")" ) '

+6.ffi='var(K^) . (3)

In addition to the end members of the Cu,S - BirS, binary, or the
pure metal standards Cu and Bi, only one intermediate r'nember, empletitg
was used, but its closeness in cornposition to hodrushite 6ssured satisfactory
results. Both methods of treatment of data, using binary sulphides or metals
as standards, gave very similar results (Table 2). Hodrushite was treated
as a member of the CurS - BizSu system, disregarding its small content of
iron.

'flrsrz 2. R.EpaFsENTarnE Rlsurrs op Hopnusnrrr Aryar.ysrs FRoM vARrous Connrquorrt
Pnocnourus (w WsrcHT Pancrr.ir). TnB Ennon Is ONs SI.{NDAID Drvrernow.

Standards and rernarksFeBiCu

A, Ziebold-Ogiluie procedure ; 3rd measurement.
l) 13.82 * 0.08 64.75 -r- 029 0.47 * 0.01 18.98 -f 0.89*
2) 13.90 :L 0.i)9 64.63 -F 0.30 0.47 -r 0.01 18.98 * 0.89E

Combined 1,2 and,3 measurements from Table 1.
3) 13.82 + 0.08 64.85 + 0.46 0.47 + 0.01 18.98 r 0.89*
4) 13.92 + 0.08 65.25 + 0.55 0.47 * 0.01 18.98 i 0.89*

B, Ruberol-Tong-Contg procedure: 3rdmeasurement.
5) 13.50 ! 0.06 61.35 {- 0.16 0.45 + 0.01
6) 13.87 + 0.09 &.67 + 0.25 0.47 :L 0.01

C. MAGIC: 3rd measuremem.
7) 1i.79 a 0.11 64.56 * 0.40 0.41 -F 0.01 13.73 + 028

8) 11.95 + 0.14 65.28 !.0.42 0.38 -r 6.91 15.50 -r- 025

9) 1387 f 0.15 64.58 + 0.61 0.41 a 0.01 18.87 + 0.45

l0) 14.00 f 0.16 64.70 I 0.64 0.41 -F 0.01 18.99 -F 0.40

Sulphides

Elemena

Sulphides

Elements

Elements

5) recalculated using
H and FJ .

emp. s

Elemerrts, and sulphur
from Fe$.

Sulphides, and sulphur
from Cu2S.

7) recalculated using
H : sulphur from

emp. -

FeS2.

7) recalculated using
H and,H z

emD. s -

sulphur from Cu2S.
* Sulphur by modified Ziebold-Ogilvie prmedune and data only from measurement 3,
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2) Sulphur vras measured using a modification of the Ziebold-Ogilvie
formula. A new sulphur "count ratio" K* may be cpmputed in a binary
system AS - BS as follows :

(4)

where K[s is the ratio of sulphur counts in an unknown compared to that
in the end member AS; I(i! and Kf! are similar terms, the latter being
equal to 1. The variance of K* is then

Having calculated K*, the concentration of the first binary compound
C.. in the unknown can be calculated from sulphur count rates using a
modified e:rpression of equation 3,

I  -K*  C, "
: d . 4

K'1. 
* 

l -C^

where o was evaluated in the present analysis using emplectite. The va-
riance of C^, can be cpmputd from the same type of expression (eqn. 3)
as was the variance ol Cn The amount of sulphur is obtain.d by
computing C^, or Cu, and reducing them to sulphur percentages. It must
be saessed that this is a dirmt measurement and calculatiqr for sulphur and
not a "sulphur by difrerence" analysis.

B. Theoretical correction procedwes

The count rate data for Cu, Bi and S used in part A were also converted
to weight perc€ntages using theoretical matrix corrections lor x-ray absorp-
tion, fluorescence and atomic number effects.

1) The Ruberol-Tong-Conty (1966) absorption and atomic number
correction and Reed-Long (1963) fluorescence correction were used assum:
ing hodrushite to be in the CurS - Bi2Ss binary system and using elements
as standards. Standard deviations of concentrations were calculated for
arrays of precalculated count ratios using a 4-point Lagrange interpolation
procedure for this purpose.

2) MAGIC, a computer program written by J. W. Colby (1968) was
used. It includes the following corrections : dead-timg abrsorption (Dun-
cumb & Shtelds 1966), characteristic fluorescence (Reed 1965), and atomic

v*_ I (x . -Kx!  _ Kxr-1A' - T?$=TTE- 
- 

7?S- t

(6)
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number (Duneumb & Shields 1963, and Duncumb & de Casa 1967). This
program processes all the elements and calculates standard deviations.

The element conc€ntrations in hodrushite obtained from these proce-
dures were again corrected by comparing theoretical and measured values
for each element in CurS, BirS" and emplectite. The formula

Cou (corrected) - Cou (measured) X ru (7)

was used whse Cou (measurd) is a concentration of the fth element in
hodrushite as measured and processed, and FJ is the correction coefiicient.
Two ways of finding I{ were chmen:

a) using data from emplectite only, hence

c*n (theoretical)
H : H r o - ; -  ( S )e,'! C"-n (measured)

where C"-n denotes concentrations of a given elercent in emplectite; and
b) using linear interpolation between data for emplectite and one of

the end member standards in the Cu,S - BirS, system. Thus

H -
H" (Chd - Cu-n) * H"_n (q - C*)

C" - C"-,

the subscript s denoting the end-member sulphide used. As the theoretical
C".n and C" were used the final value for the composition of hodrushite
was obtained by re-iterating the expression

Cou,, * ,)  
:  Cno h)H<nt (r0)

until a desired precision of conected Cou was reached.
Minor and trace elements in hodrushite and emplectite were calculated

from r-ray intensities, minus backgrounds, using the calculated gomposition
of hodrushite and the stoichiometric composition of emplectite in all cor-
rection procedures. Iron was the only minor element detected in hodrushite.
The Ruberol-Tong-Conty (1966) absorption and atomic number correc-
tion, along with the Reed & Long (1963) fluorescence correction, were
used to process the x-ray intensitiq of these elements. The elements
checked are listed in Table 3.

Drscussron or Rnsur-rs

A summary of count rates, weight percentages and standard deviations is
given in Tables l, 2 and.3. Three independent sets of measurenoents for
Cu and Bi gave mutually similar results. However when thee measure-

(e)
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ments were processd by difierent correction procedures to yield element

concentrations it was found that these computed concentrations differed

significantly from one correction procedure to another. When the additional

"Fl" correction procedure was applied to analyses obtained by the theore-

tical procedures in part B, page 509, they correlated more closely with those

obtained using the Ziebold-Ogilvie empirical procedure.
All correction procedures yielded standard deviations for element con-

centrations based only on those calculated for count rates. fu t-here are

no precision limits available for the physical constants used in the theore-
tical procedures in part B, the apparent standard deviations of concentra-

tions do not represent true estimates. The Ziebold-O$lvie empirical pro-

cedure in lrhich all corrections were made directly from standards, and

where the bias is minimal due to the closerress in composition of emplectite

and hodrushite, is believed to yield the best standard deviation of concen-

tration estimates. These estimates were usd to give precision limits to the
'accepted 

hodrushite analysis.

Tasln 3. Tnece EmMENT Arer,mrs or Hoonusnrre aNo Etvrpr-Bcrrre.

Mineral Radiation cw .% oc Remarks

hd
emp

hd
emp

hd
emp

hd
emp

hd
emp

hd
emp

hd
emp

MnK61

ZrKu

PbMa,

AgIcl

SbL61

0.m06
0.00019
0.00008
0.00000*
0.0M39
0.0032
0.00044
0.00000*
0.00030
0.00078
0.00000x
0.00018
0.00000*
0.00000*

0.00015
0.00015

0.00028
0.00023
0.0022
0.0028

0.00044
0.00061
0.00035
0.00067
0.00012
0.00022
0.00024
0.00032

n.d
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

n-d.
n.d.

n.d.
n il.

n-d.
n.cl.

n.d.
n.d.

CoKcr

NiK61

20
10
n
20
tlb

15
_tJ

20
20
20
20

0.006 0.015
0.019 0.015

0.007 0.025
0.0008 0.021

0.47 024
0.31 0.53

0.08 0.07
0.00* 0.10
0.04 0.05
0.1r 0.10

0.008 0.011
0.017 0.020

0.000't 0.0p,
0.000* 0.04

n.d. = Not detectable.
* Peak-bactgroud value zero or slightly negative.

,, _ Counts on unl<nown.
^ - 

Caurrtt tr p*'" ulu-*t.
n = Number of fixeil-time readings,

hd = Hodrushite.
emp = Emplectite.
d* and o'" are standard deviations.
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The sulphur content calculated by the MAGIC program gave 13.73,
15.50 and 19.45 per cent S when FeSro CurS and BirSu, respectively, were
used as standards. After a recalculation which took into account the H"-n
and H" factors the sulphur analysis based on FeS, changed to 18.87 1o :

0.45), and that based on CurS and BirSu changed both to 18.99 (o : 0.40)
per cent S. These values are in excellent agreement with the 18.95 (o :

l.t6) and 19.01 (o : 0.89) obtained from the modified Ziebold-Ogilvie
procedure when CurS and BirS, were in the AS position of equation 4.
Sulphur analyses are the least accurate of all because the modified Ziebold-
Ogilvie procedure depends directly on the difierence in sulphur conten!
in this case very small, in the end members of the binary system.

The iron analysis was obtained from two independent measuremenB.
The fir:st measurement, processed in the trace element program (page 508),
gave 0.48 (o : 0.02) per cent Fe using the iron standard, and 0.43
(o-0.02) per cent Fe using the pyrite standard. In the second measurement
the same correction program gave 0.47 (o : 0.007) per cent Fe with the
iron standard, whereas the MAGIC program gave 0.41 (o : 0.01) with the
iron standard and 0.38 (o : 0.01) per cent Fe with the pyrite standard.
fu there is no available criterion for assessing the reliability of these re-
sults, a simple averaging was used.

From the minor and trace elements checked (Table 3), only r-ray
counts on iron exceeded the detectability limits used, which were that
detection is assumed when count rate exceeds that of background plus 3o
of background. Lead, reported in the classical chemical analysis by Kodera
et aI. (1970), is just below its detectable limit. As the sensitivity of the
analysis for lead was low (o : 0.24 per cent Pb), its detectability limits
are high (about 0.5 per cent Pb). If the probable systematic elrors of the
measurements are taken into account they favor the decision to omit any
appreciable amount of lead from the formula of hodrushite. Net counts for
Mn, Zn, Ag, Sb, Co, Ni and As in hodrushite were statistically insignifi-
cant. In emplectite these elements, along with Pb and Fe, were also all
below the detection limits.

Count rates for Cu, Bi and S in emplectite (Table l) served as inter-
mediate-standard values for the calculations on hodrushite. These data
were used directly in the Ziebold-Ogilvie empirical procedure for the
hodrushite analysis. However, in order to compute "H" factors, analyses
oi emplectite were obtained from the theoretical correction procedures. In
the Ruberol-Tong-Conty procedure the copper analysis of emplectite was
close to that expected in CuBiSr, whereas that for bismuth was signifi-
cantly lower. The results f:"om MAGIC difiered in the opposite way :
copper was significantly low but bismuth was acteptable. Sulphur pro-
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cssed on MAGIC yielded low values which also difiered significantly

according to the standard us{. The closmt sulphur analysis was obtained

using BirS. as a standard, indicating that Bi has most effect on SKo ra-

diation 
"nd 

thut corrections for this effect are not well established. Thus

we must assume that theoretical correction constants for Cu, Fe and S in

the presence of Bi are not yet well known; these procedures appear only

to be usable in this and similar cases when standards close in composi-

tion to the unknown are available.

The homogeneity of hodrushite was checked using count rates taken

on Cu, Bi and Fe simultaneously on three spectrometers from individual

analyzd, spots on the polished surface. When analyzed', the count rates

revealed no mutual correlation nor was there a correlation with respect

to location of analyzed spots on the specimen surface. All the deviations

were small and when correlated with time they could be attributed to

measurement erron. The pooled results of count rates from different areas

of the sample showed no significant difierences.

For a best estimate of the composition of hodrushite the results obtained

from the empirical Ziebold-Ogilvie procedure, using all three measurements,

were averaged with thqse obtained from the thmretical procedures, the
latter with the additional"H" correction described on page 6 (Table 4).

The possible biases of the individual measurements, and of individual

correction procedures, are thus most probably diminished or mutually
cancelled.

The structural formula of hodrushite based on the x-ray crystal struc-
ture analysis is Cu.BiroMerSrr, where Me is mainly Bi with partial substi-
tution of other metals (Kufiik & Makovicky 1968). The compositional
formula may then be based on the assumption that sulphur positions are
fully occupied, or that there are 20 metal atoms in the formula unit.
Both these assumptions give practically the same compositional formula

Tanm 4. Cnsvrrcar- Couposmow (Wrrcrrt Pnncnm) arvo Fonvrurar or Hoonusnrrr.

L ) Chemical composition:
13.88 I 0.08 64.92 + 0.55 0.44 * 0.01

f 1 normalized:
1413 * 0.17 66.09 :L 0.90 0.45 -F 0.02

Formula of hodrushite based on 20 metal atorns :
8.14 * 0.06 11.57 r 0.12 0-4 -F 0.01

Formula of hodrushite based on 22 sulphur atoms :
8.12

18.98 + 0.89 98.23 + 1.05

19.33 I 0.93 100.00 _r- 1.30

22.05 ! r.04

22.00 t 1.6

2)

3)

4)
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(Table 4) whic,h allows us to assume that all atomic positions in the struc-
ture are fully octupied.

The chemical formula of hodrushite based on the best estimates is then

Cur.rr*o.ouBi rr.ur*o.rrFeo,**o.orS rr.**r.oo

where the error estimate is the standard deviation of the number of atoms
in the formula unit.
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